CONNECT — SUPPORT — SUSTAIN

SOCIAL SCIENCE DIRECTORY
for State Fish and Wildlife Agencies
State fish and wildlife management agencies recognize they
cannot meet their mandates and missions without better
understanding people and behavior.
Growing demand for social science information and staff has
led to an emerging community of conservation social scientists
within state fish and wildlife agencies.
As demand for high-quality social science information outpaces
capacity, social scientists need to connect with colleagues
at other agencies to leverage a range of expertise, identify
opportunities for collaboration, and provide professional
development and support to one another.

THIS PR OS PECTUS O UT L I N ES A N O PPO RTUN I TY TO E NHANC E
SO C IAL SCI E N C E CA PAC I TY WI TH TH E ESTA BL I SH MEN T OF AN
EXPE RT D I R E CTO RY FO R CO NSE RVATI O N SO CI A L SCI ENT ISTS
WO R KIN G IN STAT E F I S H A ND WI L DL I F E MA N AG E MEN T AGENC IES

PURPOSE

The national social science directory will connect, support, and sustain
the growing communities of human dimensions and conservation social
science professionals in state f ish and wildlife agencies. The directory will
serve to raise the prof ile of the natural resource profession, strengthen
networks and ties between agencies, and broaden the relevance of social
science data within the decision- making and rule-making processes.

BENEFITS

The Expert Directory will f irst and foremost provide an up-to-date,
interactive list and map of social science experts within state f ish and
wildlife management agencies. The directory will also:
1. Provide staff with a list of social science experts they can contact to
help address wildlife management and policy issues.
2. Facilitate networking, collaboration, and peer-to-peer learning
among social science professionals.
3. Build a coalition of experts and champions willing to communicate
with one another, discuss successes and challenges, and share
expertise and experience with social science tools and methods.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Disciplines that focus
on people, society, and
our interactions with the
world around us.

CONSERVATION
SOCIAL SCIENCES

Research traditions
applied to understand
and improve conservation
policy, practice, and
outcomes.

HUMAN DIMENSIONS
Fields of practice that
uses social science
disciplines to investigate
and understand human
cognitino, behavior, and
interactions with natural
resources

As the Directory’s network and capacity increases, it will expand to
include additional products and activities such as:
•
Newsletters to disseminate current issues, innovations in research
and practice, stories of success and failure, collaborations, trainings
and workshops, etc.
•
Forums to coordinate regional or conference specif ic activities,
collaborations, and networking events.
•
A platform to connect with other conservation social science and
human dimensions organizations and happenings.

CONTACT

Nia Morales | Human Dimensions Specialist
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(352) 415-6969; nia.morales@myfwc.com
Wylie Carr | Social Scientist
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Southeast Region
(404) 821-3514; wylie_carr@fws.gov
Kenneth Wallen | Assistant Professor
Human Dimensions of Fish and Wildlife, University of Idaho
(208) 885-7911; kwallen@uidaho.edu

NEXT STEPS
Vet a draft list of social
scientists at state f ish
and wildlife agencies.
Ref ine an interactive map
that displays the expert
directory.
Publish the directory on a
host site.
Maintain the website and
directory while building
additional features and
functionality.

